


Who Are WE
A Mexican based supplier of both goods 
and services, with nationwide operations, 
whose main focus is  to turn your 
company’s ideas into a tangible reality.



What do 
we o�er



 BUTTONS
Ranging from f unctionality to pure 
decoration, each model varying in 
shape, size, color & material. Tailor 
made to suit your needs and ready to 
be applied into your garments. 





RIVETS
With an unlimited amount of uses, 
applicable over any type of fabric. 
One more reason to keep creating 
unique clothing designs. 



A signature stamp of early punk culture, 
have since extended to all sorts of fashion
lines, utilized not only on garments but 
on shoes and as accessories as well.  

STUDS



EYELETS
Available in di�erent sizes 
made from aluminum, brass 
or steel ,  eyelets can be 
applied on pants, shoes, 
curtains, and the list goes on.



SNAP 
FASTENERS



METAL PLATES
Metallic elements utilized mainly for decoration purposes, 
commonly displaying the logo or name of your brand, perfect for 
shoes, jackets & a favorite within the furniture industry





Tags & 
Embroidery
Because a recognizable name and logo 
is as influential as the product you’re 
selling itself in a costumers decision to 
purchase. We help you transform your 
vision into a creative and original image 
to be displayed along.



And More
Whether it’s purpose is fixation or
decoration, you can count on us

having it.



SERVICES
Attaching machinery 
and fix dies
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All trademarks shown as well as the logos are property of their respective owners, Botao Moda S.A. de C.V. only shows these images in order 
to illustrate fashion trends, found at the time, are not and will not be for sale.





CONTACT US

AV

GUADALAJARA
RO DÍAZ No. 130 COL. LADRÓN 
DE GUEVARA C.P. 44600 
PHP/FAX +52(33) 3587-8080

informes@grupobotao.com

MÉXICO
A FRAY SERVANDO TERESA DE MIER 

NUMERO 42 PISO 11 OFICINA 1102, 
COL. CENTRO, CIUDAD DE MÉXICO, C.P. 06080

TEL.PHP/FAX +52(55) 5588-3300
informes@grupobotao.com

CEL: (044) 87 1122-6201
          (044) 87 1163-4231

Email: rtapia@botaomoda.com

BLVD JUAN JOSE TORRES LANDA No. 73 L-3 
ZONA CENTRO, IRAPUATO, GTO, MEXICO.

TEL. (01462) 62 61642
Email: mosorio@botaomoda.com

AUTHORIZED DEALER LEÓN. GTO.
BRISAS DE SAN JACOBO 101 COLONIA BRISAS 

DEL CARMEN LEÓN, GUANAJUATO, 37292  
CEL. (477) 510 7702   TEL. (477) 331 2286  

email: lvazquez@botaomoda.com

REPRESENTATIVE TORREÓN

AUTHORIZED DEALER IRAPUATO


